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RITA
Elegance

The Rita table transports us to a geometric universe of  straight lines and 
planes that connect in a surprising way with the architectural spaces of  
its surroundings and reveal a wide range of  possible uses. Its elegance 
in simplicity provides a unique design solution that blends in with many 
types of  rooms and interiors.





Rita at C93, Mallorca (España). 
Project by Perello Mobles. 
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Its exact proportions make this table a piece that works perfectly as 
a whole or individually. Always giving the environment a touch of 
distinction and design that perfectly guarantees the timelessness of the 
furniture.

Residential at Puerto Andratx, Mallorca (España).
Interior design by Estudio Vidal Piñeiro.
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Hotel Neptuno, Valencia (España).
Project by Espai Guixeres. 
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Biniatro House, Palma (España).
Project by Negre. 



RITA Antoni Arola

DESIGN AND ELEGANCE

Thanks to its particular and elegant design, Rita is the ideal element 
to place in the centre of the room, as it brings together and enhances 
the originality of the environment, creating a perfect synthesis. 
It is a table with a sober, honest and timeless character that adds 
a unique touch to the room with the play of materials between the 
structure and the top.

Rita Table in Gros, Donosti (Spain). 
Project by Nuvan.
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In the Rita collection, the visual of transparency 
is observed together with the straightness and 
simplicity of flatness. With its intrinsic natural 
elegance and its different sizes and finishes, it 
becomes a unique piece of great aesthetic value.

The tables are composed of a thermo-lacquered 
metal structure in micro-textured black, a base and 
vertical sides, which can be customised in lacquer, 
walnut or oak, and a grey smoked glass top.

Amalgam of 
geometry and elegance



RITA Antoni Arola
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Top - 10 mm-thick smoked grey tempered glass

Structure - Micro-textured black thermo-lacquered metal 
Lacquer option* 

Base and vertical sides - Oak, walnut, lacquer 



Technical specifications
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RITA-00

RITA-66 RITA-77

RITA-26

RITA-22
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RITA LITE

The Rita Lite coffee table, an extension of the Rita collection, stands out for its balance 
of visual lightness. Thanks to the architecture of its structure and the finishes it offers, 
the table brings elegance to any environment.



RITA LITE, VARIETY IN VERSATILITY

The Rita Lite collection allows an easy integration of the furniture in any interior thanks to 
the innumerable combination of its finishes. Therefore, offering versatility and customisation 
to the user’s taste, always standing out for the simplicity of elegance and the integration of all 
the elements in one.
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The Rita Lite collection, characterised by its formal and elegant style, is composed of a top available in different finishes such as grey smoked tempered 
glass or marble, a structure in black micro-textured thermo-lacquered metal and a base in lacquer, oak or walnut finish.
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Rita Lite, 
design,  
timelessness, 
simplicity.



Technical specifications
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Side tables / Coffee tables

RITALITE-77

70

70

51

RITALITE-00

100

100

41

RITALITE-22

120

41 41

RITALITE-26

 Top - Smoked grey tempered glass, black or white 
marble

Structure - Micro-textured black thermo-lacquered 
metal,optionally in lacquer*

Shelf - Lacquer, walnut, oak
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Side tables / Coffee tables

RITALITE-22

120

41 41

RITALITE-26




